


Identify prefixes
Second Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Prefixes are added to the beginning of a root or base word.

Choose the correct prefix for each word to complete each sentence.

I need a key to _____lock the door.

           un-            dis-

The train _____appeared from view.

           dis-           un-

A glass of lemonade is _____freshing.

           dis-           re-

When you lie you are being ____honest.

           dis-           un-
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Identify prefixes
Second Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Prefixes are added to the beginning of a root or base word.

Choose the correct prefix for each word to complete each sentence.

The cabin has fallen into ____repair.

           re-            dis-

We need to ____build the cabin.

           re-           un-

My sister left her lunch ____finished.

           un-           dis-

I am still thirsty. Please ____fill my glass of water.

           dis-           re-
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Identify prefixes
Second Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Prefixes are added to the beginning of a root or base word.

Choose the correct prefix for each word to complete each sentence.

I fell off my bike and feel ____comfort in my knee.

           un-            dis-

He is staying home from school today as he is ____well.

           dis-           un-

I broke the vase, so I need to ____place it.

           un-           re-

She is naughty and ____obeys her parents.

           re-           dis-
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Identify prefixes
Second Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Prefixes are added to the beginning of a root or base word.

Choose the correct prefix for each word to complete each sentence.

We ____covered a tunnel at the bottom of the garden.

           un-            dis-

I need to ____write this sentence.

           re-           un-

Some believe the number thirteen is an ____lucky number.

           un-           dis-

I ____like basketball, but I like soccer.

           re-           dis-
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